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iPhones, Androids, Blackberrys,
iPads, Tablets and More everyday.

Consumer Reports:
46% of US mobile
phone owners have a
smartphone as of Q4
2011.

Security Summary for Mobile
Devices
“The mass-adoption of both consumer and managed mobile devices in
the enterprise has increased employee productivity but has also exposed
the enterprise to new security risks. The latest mobile platforms were
designed with security in mind. While these security provisions raise the
bar, they may be insufficient to protect the enterprise assets that regularly
find their way onto devices.
Finally, complicating the security picture is the fact that virtually all of
today’s mobile devices operate in an ecosystem, much of it not controlled
by the enterprise.” – Carey Nachenberg VP, Fellow Symantec

*

HIPAA Violation

Minimum Penalty

Individual did not know (and
by exercising reasonable
diligence would not have
known) that he/she violated
HIPAA

$100 per violation, with an
$50,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $1.5
annual maximum of $25,000
million
for repeat violations (Note:
maximum that can be imposed
by State Attorneys General
regardless of the type of
violation)

HIPAA violation due to
reasonable cause and not due
to willful neglect

$1,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $100,000
for repeat violations

$50,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $1.5
million

HIPAA violation due to willful $10,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $250,000
neglect but violation is
corrected within the required
for repeat violations
time period

$50,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $1.5
million

HIPAA violation is due to
willful neglect and is not
corrected

$50,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $1.5
million

$50,000 per violation, with an
annual maximum of $1.5
million

Maximum Penalty

* You start here

Security Summary for Mobile
Devices
While some attacks are targeted, most of the time, it is just
bad luck. Negligence is one of the most common causes of
security breaches.
Common Issues:
• Physical Loss of Device
• Loss of Data due to Malware infection
• Improper use of Device that has Access to PHI
• External Hijack of PHI Data Communication Stream

Security Summary for Desktops
While some attacks are targeted, most of the time, it is just
bad luck. Negligence is one of the most common causes of
security breaches.
Common Issues:
• Weak Passwords / Screen Savers improperly configured.
• Operating Systems / Anti-Virus not kept up to date.
• Open system shares, folders, or files
• Improper use of network services.

Physical Loss of Device:
Less than 50% of lost devices are ever recovered. People are naturally curious,
and when a lost device is discovered, curiosity can lead to a violation of
personal privacy and the exposuer of sensitive data.
Lessen the temptations, use strong passwords or draw patterns to keep casual
investigation at a minimum.
Enable “Self-Destruct” of Authentication Failure, as well as “Remote Kill”
Use the auto-lock/sleep for the device
If your device uses a SIM memory card, use encryption to protect the data if the
memory card is removed. (Notice! Encryption does have an effect on
performance)

Loss of Data Due to Malware:
Software designed to exploit a device, gather sensitive information, or
gain unauthorized access to the device and the data it contains, without
users consent.
Just because it’s on iTunes don’t assume it’s safe.
Android users are two and a half times as likely to encounter malware today as
6 months ago
Using new distribution techniques, such as Malvertising and Upgrade attacks
Jail breaking or rooting you device removes many of the native OS safeguards
Anti-Virus will help but come at a performance cost.

Improper Use of Device:
Access to information must be based on the job duties / roles, e.g., “need
to know”. Exercise reasonable efforts not to use or disclose more than
the minimum amount of information needed to accomplish an intended
purpose
Non-PHI trained people access to your device.
Use of “Unknown” Smart Charging stations.
Syncing with corrupted desktop systems.

Hijack of PHI Data:
Mobile phones are becoming ever more useful for transmitting data in
addition to making voice calls, and they're increasingly being used for
sensitive activities such as online banking, as well as for searching the
Internet and downloading mobile games.
Wifi “Man in the Middle” attack
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Hijack of PHI Data:
Security of G3/G4 Cell Phone Data is a thing of the past.

Hijack of PHI Data:
WASP – Wireless Aerial Surveillance Platform V1

Rabbit-hole was created in order to provide a
community environment to those individuals
working on the fringes of existing UAV
communities. That being said, let me make a
very important point clear: We DO NOT
support or condone any illegal activity.
..Wireless Aerial Surveillance Platform. It’s an
autonomous Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
that we built in our garage with onboard wardriving gear, among other things.
It didn’t take long before we decided Wi-Fi
networks weren’t enough. So we added
Bluetooth, Cellular, and imaging capabilities
that we can easily add and remove based on
our needs. It all plugs into an onboard USB
hub, so the possibilities are infinite

Hijack of PHI Data:
What can you do to protect your communications Link?
Use VPN to communicate when possible
Use only “Known” or “Trusted” WIFI Connections
Disable Auto Connect to WIFI
Talk with your local IT/ Network Security for options.

A Balancing Act
“There is no single solution to this issue”

Security

Convenience

So, How do I stop the ‘Worry’?
Best practices:

Strong Password protect with self-destruct
Enable Auto logoff/shutoff device
Turn off auto connect to Wi-Fi network
Use VPN when possible to access Data
Data Encryption for device and memory cards
Anti-Virus for Mobile Devices
Report lost device or Odd Issues to your IT Department ASAP

Any Questions?
Thank You for your time.

